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ABSTRACT
Students browsing the science sections in their library may naturally assume that all of the books are
scientifically valid and accurate. Science collections may also contain books that may not now be accurate,
either because they are out-of-date, or never belonged there. While out-of-date knowledge can sometimes be
beneficial, invalid books can only mislead. The well-known book Worlds in Collision by Immanuel Velikovsky
is a case study on how librarians can handle such books. For these books, an explanatory note can be placed on
the book's online catalog entry or even in the book. The book can also be weeded from the collection or
reclassified. Each one of these putative treatments has potential advantages and disadvantages.
INTRODUCTION
Many times students, especially undergraduate non-science majors or students in an introductory science
course, need to write papers or present reports on areas of science interesting and suitable to both them and their
instructors. Especially in non-science courses, these students often have leeway to choose any field of science
that appeals to them.
The best way to initially guide such students is to simply point them to the shelves where the library's books
on their topic of interest are located and tell them to browse. Some patrons even locate the relevant area of our
collections without the help of librarians. Regardless of the topic, patrons browsing our collection should be
sure they will be taking books that are both useful and reputable, as every book in our collection was selected
by a librarian.
Of course, in any field of science, some of these books may not now be accurate. They may contain out-ofdate information that has been replaced by newer, updated knowledge; progress in the sciences is always
advancing and correcting previous, now outdated views.
Regarding these out-of-date books in our collection, we need to distinguish between out-of-date material
which at one time belonged in science libraries, and books which either never belonged in a science library, or
do not belong there now. These books were and are scientifically invalid and just plain wrong at their outset,
and mistakenly made their way into to many academic libraries because their true nature at first was not
discernible. The presence of such scientifically invalid materials can mislead patrons and fail to provide them

with what they need to learn. When browsing patrons come across such books, surrounded by obviously valid
books, the danger is that they will assume these books are also scientifically valid.
There is little danger and actually some benefit in leaving some outdated materials in our science collections.
Here is an example that clearly illustrates this point. Today, any beginning biology student knows that DNA is
the substance that codes genetic instructions and is responsible for the transmission of hereditary characteristics
from parents to offspring. Until the role of DNA was clarified in the late 1940’s and early 1950's, its role was
not clear. Anyone browsing older volumes of the venerable Advances in Protein Chemistry series and coming
across an article written by the renowned biochemist (New York Times 1959) Jesse P. Greenstein (Greenstein
1944) would see that in his scholarly analysis of the composition of the genetic substance, he hints that proteins,
which have a more varied and complex structure than DNA, may have a central role in genetic transmission.
Students reading this article would learn how difficult research can be when scientists try to discover how
nature works. In this same vein people browsing old books on genetics that have no mention of DNA would
instantly see that those books are out-of-date.
An exception to this general guideline is medicine, since materials describing outmoded procedures and
treatments may be dangerous (Tobia 2002). This need to constantly keep medical collections current has been
recognized for years by both medical practitioners and librarians by the annual publication of Doody's Core
Titles which superseded the Brandon/Hill List which was first published in 1965 (Doody's Core Titles 2013).
Concerning topics chosen by undergraduate non-science students, I have observed that many of them are
interested in astronomy, especially the planets, and they often like to begin their assignments by wanting to look
at books on one or more of the planets. Usually they can choose which planet or planets they will write about.
Publishers have noted the popularity of the planets. According to the Books in Print database, for the past 5
years the average number of new books published on the planets (Library of Congress call number range
QB600 to QB701) is more than 60 per year, excluding juvenile books. When browsing in this call number range
on the planets or a more broader range that also includes the Solar System (QB500.5 to QB 701), students are
likely to come across the well-known and readable book, Worlds in Collision by Immanuel Velikovsky. First
published in 1950, this book remains in print to this day. Its storyline is fantastical and false.
Throughout Worlds in Collision, Velikovsky accepts the descriptions of the catastrophic, seemingly
supernatural events depicted in the Bible and in many other ancient writings as actual historical events. He
attempts to provide a scientific explanation for these events. Examples include: the year being just 360 days in
the past, the sun standing still in the sky for part of a day, the biblical plagues, and food falling from the sky.
Velikovsky attempts to account for these premodern events by telling us that somehow a comet arose out of
the planet Jupiter then closely and catastrophically encountered the Earth more than once. Furthermore, he
claims, this comet also encountered the planet Mars and sent Mars into a close encounter with Earth. Earth's
encounters with this comet and with Mars then caused changes in both the Earth's and Moon's orbit. Also
altered were changes in Earth's magnetic poles, and length of Earth's day. Eventually this comet became the
planet Venus, a planet which had not been previously known, or so Velikovsky says.
The problem with Velikovsky's story is that none of it can be true. Simply put, his explanations defy and
violate the laws of science. I will briefly explain why. Scientific laws are measurements of the properties and
behavior of the world that are always the same every time these properties are observed and measured. In other
words, a scientific law is a description of an observed phenomenon that we can be certain about. While we do
not always know the reasons behind scientific laws and cannot always explain them, nevertheless we must
accept and respect what they are. For example, the speed of light in a vacuum is 186,282 mile per second every
time it is measured. We don't know why, but we do not doubt this value and the impact it has on other
phenomena. Similarly when we measure gravity, the mutual attractive force between any two bodies, the value

anyone observes at any time is always the same. The same is true for the all of the other natural phenomena that
we observe, such as the laws of motion, mass, electricity, magnetism, optics, and energy conservation.
Disagreeing with a law of science is like not accepting your body weight when you see it on a well-calibrated
doctor's office scale.
Every aspect of Velikovsky's story has been examined and shown that it could not have happened. For
example, any force strong enough to change the Earth's rotation would cause the oceans to boil away
(Goldsmith 1977). Furthermore, our known natural history of astronomical, geological, and biological
observations as well as our knowledge and our understanding of chemistry totally contradict Velikovsky's ideas.
Three readily accessible sources that concisely describe the scientific faults and fallacies of Worlds in
Collision are the entry in the Skeptics Dictionary (Carroll 2011), and the websites of Ellenberger (1995, 1997).
Even before the publication of Worlds in Collision, Velikovsky's first book, in 1950, his views had become
controversial through excerpts that had been published and reviewed (Gordin 2012). Initially the book was
published by Macmillan, an imprint recognized for its science books and textbooks. (Gordin 2012). However,
due to protests and pressure from scientists and educators, publication of this book was transferred to the
popular press Doubleday later that year (Dempsey 1950).
In his defense, Velikovsky claimed that he was a historian not a scientist. But the historical profession did
not accept him (Gordin 2012). Even in his open minded and balanced study, Bauer (1984) points out that
Velikovsky's historical analysis employed impossible synchronizations and wrong datings, uncritical use of
written accounts, biased selection, far-fetched interpretations, misleading quotations, arbitrariness, and
ignorance. Even the leading science fiction writers were some of Velikovsky's persistent critics (Gordin 2012).
While the controversy regarding Worlds in Collision has been extensively discussed in the scholarly
literature (the full-text search in JSTOR "worlds in collision" AND velikovsky yields more than 190 articles)
and three books devoted almost exclusively to Worlds in Collision have been published (Goldsmith 1977, Bauer
1984, Gordin 2012), there is scant mention in the library literature discussing this book and how science
librarians can deal with it. Except for some brief notes and short reviews, the only significant mention of Worlds
in Collision in the library literature is by Drobnicki and Asaro (2001) in their extensive article about fabricated
historical information on the internet.
Given the extensive literature about this book and Drobnicki and Asaro's previous warning about it, the aim
of this publication is to present an in-depth look at the current status and shelf location of this book in libraries.
Especially in academic libraries, this book can serve as an example of how science reference librarians can
handle popular, well-known books that don't belong in their science collections.

METHODS AND RESULTS
The number of libraries holding Worlds in Collision was obtained from WorldCat. This book, like many items
in WorldCat, has both multiple and duplicate entries, 38 records as of May 2013. Rather than tabulate
each WorldCat record, the number of separate records of the same edition with the same LC classification
number and same subject headings are collected together as single entries. Table 1 shows the number of
libraries in WorldCat that hold this book.
Because the main focus of this study is to assist academic librarians, the number of college and university
library holders is listed separately in Table 1. This number was obtained by scanning the list of holders and
counting the number of holders having the terms coll, col, college, univ, or seminary as part of their name. The
small number of holders having tech as part of their name that appeared to be colleges were also included, as
were a small number of universities that, like some SUNY campuses, do not have univ as part of their name.

Table 1. Libraries Holding Worlds in Collision by Immanuel Velikovsky in WorldCat
Total WorldCat Publication
Holders
year
1182
1950

Academic
Holders
729

LC Class

Subject Headings

QB603

674

1950

449

QB603

256

1950-1965

150

QB603

Planets
Stars
Planets
Stars
Solar system
Planets
Stars -- Folklore

137

1950-1970

77

QB603

46

1972

16

QB603

10

1952

8

QB603

4

1950

1

QB603

5

1972-1982

3

QB603

2

1970

1

QB603

3

1963-1966

1

QB603

1

1950

1

QB603

1

1950

1

QB603

121

1977

65

QB601

1

2005

1

QB601

Planets
Stars -- Mythology
Stars -- Religious aspects
Planets
Stars -- Mythology
Stars -- Religious aspects
Nuclear interactions
Planets
Stars -- Mythology
Stars -- Religious aspects
Cosmology
Strange phenomena
Bible
Planets
Stars -- Folklore
Civilization, Ancient
Astronomy
Planets
Stars
Planets
Stars
Cosmology
Planets.
Stars -- Religious aspects
Stars
Solar system
Stars
Planets
Stars -- Folklore
Cosmogony (Science)

73

1950

3

BD11

11

1973

4

BD11

Solar system
evolution
planet
Cosmology
Planets
Stars
Cosmology
Strange phenomena

DISCUSSION
As Table 1 shows, the majority of academic libraries have Worlds in Collision shelved with the other
astronomical books on the planets (QB603 Astronomy - - Special Topics, or QB601 Astronomy - - General
works, treatises, and textbooks). Patrons browsing here will most likely assume that this book is scientifically
valid even though it is not. Fewer than 1% of academic institutions shelve it elsewhere, as a philosophy book
(BD11 Speculative philosophy) . But shelving Worlds in Collision with other philosophy books is also
misleading, because something confirmed to be wrong scientifically does not deserve the benefit of being
classified as philosophy. What is philosophy? While text books and encyclopedias of philosophy point out that
an exact and precise definition of philosophy is difficult, the definition provided by Edwards and Pap (1965) is
probably the most succinct: Philosophy is "critical reflection on the justification of basic human beliefs and
analysis of basic concepts in terms of which such beliefs are expressed." Bertrand Russell gives us a somewhat
simpler definition: "Science is what we know, and philosophy is what we don't know". Russell then goes on to
add: "[p]hilosophy consists, at least in part, in the framing of large general hypotheses which science is not yet
in a position to test; but when it becomes possible to test the hypotheses they become, if verified, a part of
science, and cease to count as 'philosophy'." (Russell 1950). Since there is no justification or evidence for the
positions taken by Velikovsky in Worlds in Collision, and the hypotheses put forward by him are known to be
wrong, classifying Worlds in Collision with this philosophy call number is just as misleading as classifying it
with the sciences, since people browsing philosophy books naturally assume that the issues and questions
discussed in such books are valid issues to consider in that field. But that is not the case with this book.
Since the inception of the Library of Congresses Cataloging in Publication (CIP) program in 1971 (Library
of Congress 2001), browsers have potentially been able to obtain useful information about a book by reading
the subject headings on the CIP page. But as Table 1 shows, the majority of academic holders have an edition of
Worlds in Collision published before the CIP program began. I could not examine the printings published since
1971to see if any of them contain CIP data. Nevertheless, we can assume that most patrons will be viewing CIP
data for the book only in online catalog records. So we must consider if patrons effectively browse CIP data in
books, or as is more relevant for Worlds in Collision, how effectively patrons browse CIP data in their online
library books catalogs, and then base their book selection on what is contained there. This is a difficult issue to
tackle because there is little empirical data about how effectively patrons browse. The library literature has
discussions (Chan 1995, White 1988, Boll 1985) and a theoretical consideration (Morse 1970) of CIP page
browsing, but real-life data have yet to be collected.
So what can librarians do about Worlds in Collision and other scientifically questionable books that can only
mislead patrons when these books are shelved in science collections? Here are some possible solutions for
dealing with such books.

Librarians can suggest that their cataloging department add an explanatory note to the book's online
catalogue entry. This is what Hitchcock (2000) did for several questionable books, among them Worlds in
Collision. While such notes can be quite useful to patrons locating books by searching their library's online
catalog, these notes will not be known to patrons browsing the shelves. And as pointed out above, since we do
not know how effectively patrons browse, we cannot really know the efficacy of such well meaning notes.
Librarians can put a label or note inside the book. For libraries holding one or more of the three reputable
books discussing Worlds in Collision already pointed out (Goldsmith 1977, Bauer 1984, Gordin 2012), the note
can simply be a recommendation to read one or more of those books when reading Worlds in Collision. Such a
note can also point out the three readily accessible websites that describe the scientific faults and fallacies
of Worlds in Collision (Carroll 2011, Ellenberger 1995, 1997) . However such labeling has potential pitfalls
(Wolkoff 1996, Sowards 1988). Once such labeling either in books or in the online catalog is started, must
librarians carefully consider many other books in their collection? Will patrons assume that a lack of a label
implies approval of the book? How librarians can point out problematic books to patrons is not a new issue and
not limited to the sciences. Sowards (1988) discusses how librarians have been dealing with inaccurate and
fraudulent history books, one book as early as 1920. Three recent articles, (Mckinzie 2009, Anderson
2009/2010, Mckinzie 2009/2010) show the ongoing challenges librarians face with this issue.
…..The book can be weeded from the collection. While this will help unsuspecting readers who come across the
book when browsing, this solution will not serve users who already know about the book's fallacies, and want to
read the book to directly read about these fallacies.
Shelving Worlds in Collision with other mythology books will give a clear indication to browsers that this
book also is a myth, and at the same time will make the book available to knowledgeable patrons who want to
read the book in its proper context.
Worlds in Collision is presented here as a case study about the choices librarians face with books of dubious
scientific merit in a science library collection, such as the later books authored by Velikovsky. An important
caveat is that librarians can never assume that every new book about Velikovsky and his book Worlds in
Collision is reputable. Unlike the books by Goldsmith, Bauer, and Gordin, the recent book, The Velikovsky
heresies: Worlds in collision and ancient catastrophes revisited by Laird Scranton, is sympathetic to
Velikovsky's views and received a scathing review (Wilson 2012). Even decades after being discredited,
Velikovsky still has some followers.
There are also other areas that tend to attract books of dubious scientific merit. One such area is the Library
of Congress Call Number TL789.3 (Unidentified Flying Objects. Flying Saucers – Personal narratives including
personal sightings). Librarians may want to scan their collection here for suspect books. One such
book, Intruders: the incredible visitations at Copley Woodsby Budd Hopkins is quite popular, (1177 holders
in World Cat, 220 academic) even though it offers no physical evidence, and the author changed the names and
disguised the sites to protect his sources. So the reader must accept his word as evidence (Kevles 1987). Other
popular and similar books (Broad 1987) are Communion: a true story by Whitley Strieber (2835 World
Cat holders, 475 academic), and Light years: an investigation into the extraterrestrial experiences of Eduard
Meier by Gary Kinder, (844 World Cat holders, 163 academic). Do such books, which are based only on
people's words with no physical evidence, belong in a science library? After all, there is only the slightest
possibility of our ever being visited by extraterrestrial beings because of the enormous distance between us and
any possible extraterrestrial civilization. Even our fastest spaceships would need many human lifetimes to get
just to the nearest star (Aczel 2003, Shostak 2009).
Another call number which may house similar potentially problematical books is TL788.7 (Imaginary
voyages. Unidentified flying objects. Flying saucers.). While most of the books in this category deal with valid
and interesting scientific and technological futuristic possibilities such as space travel and exploration, colonies

in space and on the Moon, mining the asteroids, and prospects for interstellar travel, in many academic libraries
this call number also includes the extremely popular book, Chariots of the Gods?: Unsolved mysteries of the
past by Erich von Däniken. Here, Von Däniken claims that space travelers from other worlds visited ancient
civilizations and were perceived as gods. Of the 4697 holders (1397 academic) inWorldCat, 48% of academic
holders have this book classified at this call number . A smaller number of academic libraries (1.4%) shelve it at
a similar science call number, QB54 (Extraterrestrial life). Fortunately, the questionable scientific value of this
book has been recognized by some and 37% of academic libraries shelve it with the humanities at call number
CB156 (Terrestrial evidence of interplanetary voyages. Influence of extraterrestrial life on human civilization),
while another 13% of academic holders have it classified as AG243 (Wonders. Curiosities, Eccentric characters,
fads, etc.)
Regarding biological evolution, we must also be on guard for books promoting creationism rather than
biological evolution under the guise of being science. Books on evolution can be shelved in biology (QH359 to
QH425), in earth sciences (QE721.2 E85 Evolutionary Paleobiology or QE721.2 E87 Evolutionary
Paleoecology) or in humanities (B818 Philosophy, Evolution). Would we better serve our patrons by shelving
controversial books (Shreeve 1996) like the popular (over 2612 holders in World Cat, 1439 academic) Darwin's
black box: the biochemical challenge to evolution, by Michael J. Behe with other humanities books rather than
with biology books where all libraries in World Cat using Library of Congress classification now shelve it at
QH325 or QH367.3?
These books point out that science librarians must always be on the look out for popular yet scientifically
invalid books. The publication of the recent book by Laid Scranton justifying Velikovsky's views, decades after
his work has been completely discredited, points out that publication of scientifically dubious books is an
ongoing challenge for science librarians.
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